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Apr 11, 2019: Workout

1. WORKOUT

1. Foam Roller - Mid Back

2. Foam Roller - Low Back

3. Foam Roller - Lat

4. Curl Up Assisted With FMT
Notes: * Trunk Stability Push Up Primitive Progression Difficulty: 1 out of 4

5. Plank
Notes: * Trunk Stability Push Up Transitional Progression Difficulty: 1 out of 6

6. Foam Roller - Calf Muscle

7. Foam Roller - Gluteal Muscle

8. Foam Roller - Quadriceps

9. T-Spine Rotation With Reach
Notes: * In-Line Lunge Mobility Progression Difficulty: 4 out of 7
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1. WORKOUT

10. Hip Flexor Stretch From Half Kneeling With Dowel
Notes: * In-Line Lunge Static Motor Control Progression Difficulty: 1 out of 19
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Curl Up Assisted with FMT
Begin by lying in the supine position with a towel roll between the knees and holding the
handles of an anchored tube. Then proceed to squeeze the towel to assist in engaging the
core and creating a stable pelvis before the curl. Upon curling make sure that each vertebrae
comes of the ground slowly and one at a time. To make this pattern more difficult, use a less
resistive piece of tubing or eliminate the towel roll.

Foam Roller - Calf Muscle
Begin exercise in supine position with calf placed directly on the foam roller with both hands
supporting body weight. Next, roll the calf across the foam roller from high to low and outside
to inside.

Never perform exercise to the point of pain, but make sure that your muscle is feeling just
short of the pain threshold as this will help to establish the best mobility in the muscle tissue.

Foam Roller - Gluteal Muscle
Begin exercise in supine position with glutes placed directly on the foam roller with both
hands supporting body weight. Next, roll the glutes across the foam roller from high to low
and outside to inside. Never perform exercise to the point of pain, but make sure that your
muscle is feeling just short of the pain threshold as this will help to establish the best mobility
in the muscle tissue. Repeat in same fashion on the opposite glute.

Foam Roller - Lat
Begin exercise in side-lying position with lats placed directly on the foam roller with both legs
supporting body weight. Next, roll the lats across the foam roller from high to low and outside
to inside. Make sure to have the affected side's arm outstretched in front of the body. Never
perform exercise to the point of pain, but make sure that your muscle is feeling just short of
the pain threshold as this will help to establish the best mobility in the muscle tissue. Repeat
in same fashion on the opposite lat muscle.

Foam Roller - Low Back
Begin exercise in supine position with low back placed directly on the foam roller with both
elbows supporting body weight. Next, roll the low back across the foam roller from high to
low. Never perform exercise to the point of pain, but make sure that your muscle is feeling just
short of the pain threshold as this will help to establish the best mobility in the muscle tissue.

Foam Roller - Mid Back
Begin exercise in supine position with mid-back placed directly on the foam roller with both
elbows in front of face and both legs supporting body weight. Next, roll the mid-back across
the foam roller from high to low. You may allow the upper back to bend or fold around the
foam roller while maintaining your hip height to promote greater thoracic spine mobility
(extension). Never perform exercise to the point of pain, but make sure that your muscle is
feeling just short of the pain threshold as this will help to establish the best mobility in the
muscle tissue.

Foam Roller - Quadriceps
Begin exercise in prone position with quad placed directly on the foam roller with both hands/
elbows supporting body weight. Next, roll the quad across the foam roller from high to low
and outside to inside. Never perform exercise to the point of pain, but make sure that your
muscle is feeling just short of the pain threshold as this will help to establish the best mobility
in the muscle tissue. Repeat in the same fashion on the opposite quad.

Hip Flexor Stretch from Half Kneeling
with Dowel In the lunge position place the dowel in front of the body and maintain a tall spine. Keep feet

in a narrow stance (in line). Press stick vertically into the floor to initiate core engagement.
Rock the hips forward, pushing them toward the dowel and maintain a tall spine.
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Plank
Begin in a plank position with both forearms on the ground and the legs straight with the feet
about shoulder width apart. From this position make sure that the spine, hips, and shoulders
form a straight line. It is important to hold this position for the recommended amount of time.

T-Spine Rotation with Reach
Exercise Instructions

While side lying, flex the top hip about 90 degrees and support the knee with a foam roll or
medicine ball, if needed. Keep the foot on the ground and the head is supported by a towel
roll. Begin rotating the top shoulder toward the floor. Maintain contact with the foam roll /
ball or floor as rotation occurs. Once maximally rotated, reach the down arm out at an
approximately 45 degree angle from the body. Reach the opposite arm toward the ceiling.

More Insight

The t-spine rotation with reach is a very primitive exercise; however, it is very valuable when
trying to achieve t-spine mobility. When executed properly this exercise produces three
vectors of force. The first force is the downward activation of the elevated knee, where the
knee should be driving into the object (foam roll) and not into extension. The second force is
by the arm that is perpendicular to the floor. Here the individual should be trying to push the
hand upward. Take note that retraction of the shoulder is maintained by keeping the down
shoulder in contact with the floor. The last force applies to the arm that is relatively parallel to
the floor. The arm should be in the plane of the scapula, which is approximately 45 degrees.
By creating these three vectors at one time it will develop better t-spine rotation.
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